IN THE WAKE of the global COVID-19 pandemic now spreading across the United States, a lot of changes are happening within the workforce. These changes have probably resulted in lots of adjustments for you, your family and those you work closely with. Of the many changes we are currently facing, one of them is the new request that many workers shift from coming into their workplace to working from home.

On March 16, 2020, the White House officially recommended anyone able to work from home should do so. As such, many of us are now working remotely; something few of us are used to doing for long stretches of time. At first, the idea of working from home can seem appealing, and even fun—who doesn’t love the idea of wearing PJs to work? However, successfully working from home can present unique challenges, from how to focus with at-home distractions, to trying to be productive and communicate well with team members from afar.

Here at the Transitions to Adulthood Center for Research, many of our faculty and staff have years of experience mastering the art of remote work and have put together a list of their top 5 tips and tricks to navigating this strange new world. We know these times are unique and there is a lot of stress and fear around COVID-19, so managing working from home under these conditions is a bit different, but the following strategies may help you find some new ways of maintaining productivity, while still allowing time for Netflix, pets, family and other ways to help you destress!

1. **Communicate openly and often with project supervisors and allow for flexibility when necessary.**

   **Maintain strong and consistent connections with your supervisors**
   Whoever is normally responsible for overseeing your daily duties should be looped into your tasks and timelines, as well as to your struggles and successes. This will help keep you on track and feeling supported.

   **Balancing updates and e-mail overload**
   Casual conversation at the office has been replaced by e-mails and texts. Work with your supervisor to figure out how to balance chit-chat, the increase in
e-mails, and work tasks. One way to combat this, if possible, is to only check your e-mail three times a day (morning, mid-day, and afternoon). Discuss how to minimize e-mail distractions with the people to whom you report and anyone who reports to you. Explain that by reducing the total number of interruptions in a day, the more able you are to focus on completing tasks.

**MANAGING UP**

Ask for what you need from managers, ask for what they need, and agree on what you can reasonably do given the circumstances. Be clear about due dates, priorities, and expectations. Your boss may also be distracted by managing other COVID-19 related issues, so bring any questions you have to them.

**PRIORITIZE, PRIORITIZE, PRIORITIZE**

Identify what’s important, what’s urgent, and what’s neither, and then explore how to best manage those items together. After you agree, send an e-mail so that it is in writing.

**PLAN AHEAD**

Consider the circumstances where you might need to use your vacation, sick, or FMLA time and plan accordingly when possible.

2. **Consider making good use of a user-friendly time-management app or external monitoring aid.**

**MANAGING ONE’S OWN TIME CAN BE DIFFICULT, BUT THERE ARE MANY HELPFUL AIDS THAT CAN KEEP US ORGANIZED AND ON TRACK WITH DEADLINES**

Of course, we should make good use of our e-mail calendars, but it is also helpful to use new apps and other non-traditional time-tracking aids. Visit https://toggl.com/ for one example some of our staff have found helpful. There are also downloadable apps easily found online which can enforce good habits by strategically shutting down internet access, or to particular websites, such as Facebook and other social media sites. Many people find that setting timers on their phones or watches can also be helpful.

**BE FLEXIBLE WITH YOURSELF**

Respect that you may need to be even more flexible with your time and efforts than usual. (This is yet another reason to be in more frequent contact with your supervisor, to keep them updated and help you adjust your schedule as needs arise.)

3. **Separate out work hours and personal time.**

**BREAK OUT WORK TIME AND PERSONAL TIME**

It is helpful to differentiate work time from personal time, so some distance can be put between when you are “at work” and when you are “at home.” This is not an easy thing to do, but it can be done, if you stick to a schedule which is reasonable and personalized.

**SET HEALTHY WORK BOUNDARIES**

It is also important to put boundaries on your work hours, to prevent the compulsion to work round the clock. When you are in the comfort of your home, it is easy to think it’s okay to check e-mails at odd hours. Putting in strange and fragmented hours is problematic for a host of reasons, though, including that doing uncompensated work may contribute to resentment and burnout. Working all the time may also take an equally unnecessary toll on one’s family.
4. **Carve out a productive and dedicated workspace, similar to your office, that is separate from your living space.**

**Craft a designated space for work at home**
Time is not our only consideration. Differentiating workspaces from living spaces can also be important when working remotely. When you “go to work,” you should be able to “leave” your living space and enter a new, productive space where you can accomplish work tasks and have online meetings with minimal disruption. Similarly, when you are done for the day, you will need to be able to decompress away from work.

**Identify ideal workspaces where you can do your best work**
Although you need not reconstruct your office altogether, it can be helpful, for providing a sense of normalcy, to mold your new workspace into something like your office space. Setting yourself up for success sometimes means recreating the environment in which you are the most successful.

**Staying productive at home**
Some of the things people find themselves doing while working from home are not work related, but are things that could have waited, like the dishes piling up in the sink. While these are important, they wouldn’t have been as pressing if they weren’t vying for attention in the middle of the day. This is another reason to avoid blending work time and personal time. Also important in maintaining a healthy level of productivity at work is to keep a de-cluttered workspace. It is challenging to stay organized mentally and emotionally if our workspaces are messy.

5. **Balancing caring for your children when you are expected to “work” from home.**

**Coordinate schedules**
If you have children who are not yet independent, working from home during this time may be challenging. School closures place an ongoing demand on employees that can be hard to balance. If you have a partner at home, try to coordinate schedules so that you can alternate responsibilities throughout the day. Together, identify high priority meetings or tasks that require your attention and figure out who has kid-coverage during those times.

**Work around naps**
If your kids are small and still take regular naps, consider scheduling meetings during that time.

**Work with clients and colleagues to create space between meetings**
Spacing meetings by 30-60 minutes allows you to check in with your children, play outside for a bit, or set them up with projects. This is also helpful for older, not yet independent children. These more frequent check-ins may reduce the need for them to “check-in” with you while on a conference call.

**Create a workspace for your children**
For older children, when possible, set up a schedule that mirrors yours, so your breaks and “working hours” align. Perhaps create an electronic calendar they can keep in their “workspace.” This may help them develop their own time and task management skills.

**Creating a “To Do” list**
Waking up early, before your children, to create a to-do list, and getting important
items done that need large amounts of focus may be a good idea. Conversely, if you are a night person, you can flip this suggestion to accommodate late-night attempts at quiet, focused work. But do not use this time to attend to tasks that can be completed while there is chaos in your home (e.g., e-mail).

**NO APOLOGIES NECESSARY**

Do not apologize if your child disrupts you on a work call. The disruption may be embarrassing or ill timed, but it is not yours or your child’s fault, and peoples’ reactions to you managing parenthood during these times is a reflection of them and not you. Instead of apologizing, try replacing the need to say something with “Thank you for being patient,” or, if you have to put someone on a brief hold, say, “Thanks for waiting for me.” Occasionally your child may have to sit on your lap for a meeting. Most people will understand and may even welcome it.

**BE KIND TO YOURSELF**

Learn every day about what works and what doesn’t. Make adjustments as needed. Figure out how you can be both productive and a good parent at the same time. This will be one of the biggest personal and professional challenges you will undertake.

Although working from home during COVID-19 may be a challenge, we are confident you can acclimate to it. It may be helpful to revisit these five core strategies often, especially in the beginning.
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